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The Construction Innovation Forum is a grass roots non-profit
organization made up of people, companies, companies, and
associations from the full breadth of construction.
Construction Innovation Forum (CIF)
7001 Haggerty Road
Canton, Michigan, U.S.A. 48187
Phone: (734) 455-0600
Fax: (734) 455-3131
info@cif.org, www.cif.org.
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CIF GOALS
Recognize, promote, and disseminate
information on innovations that improve
quality and cost effectiveness of construction

CIF goals are focused.
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CONSTRUCTION INNOVATION FORUM
Non-profit originated in 1986 in Ann Arbor
 Response to BRT CICE Project
 Sole purpose: Recognize and encourage
innovation in construction industry
 NOVA Awards presented annually
 61 NOVA Awards in 15 years
 Open to all: Check your guns at the door


The CIF is a 501C3 non-profit corporation. It originated in 1986 in Ann
Arbor, Michigan by individuals from the different parts of the
construction industry. It’s supposition is there is a lot of innovation in
construction, from that required to solve unique problems on
individual projects to solutions to major industry problems.The
innovative problem solving is what so many of us in construction
enjoy about our work. However, good news never gets told, and we
hear little about innovation.
The sole purpose of the CIF is to recognize and encourage innovation
in the construction industry. The CIF is really a virtual organization. It
has no permanent office or staff. Most of its effort is by volunteers. It
exists only because so many people in construction are interested in
innovation.
The CIF is most known for the NOVA Awards presented each year at
the NOVA Award Innovation Celebration Banquet. It has no equal in
construction. 600 people at $200 a ticket meet to celebrate the
innovation in our industry worldwide. 67 NOVA Awards have been
presented in 16 years to innovations that have changed the word of
construction.
All parts of the construction industry participate in the CIF. All are
asked to “check your guns at the door” and work together on what we
hold in common.
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BROAD BASED
Owners
 Contractors and Contractor Associations
 General and Specialty
 Union and Open Shop
 Building Trades
 Architects, Engineers, Faculty
 Suppliers of Material, Equipment, Services


The CIF is a grass roots organization, built on broad, unselfish
participation by any and all who believe in working together to
advance the construction industry.
People and organizations participate as members, sponsors of
projects, attendance at the NOVA Award Innovation Celebration
Banquet, nominators of innovations for the NOVA Award, NOVA Award
Jurors, or Investigators of NOVA Award Nominations.
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(Constant $ of contracts / workhours of hourly workers)
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•This slide illustrates that productivity in the construction industry is
not keeping pace with other industries
•Innovation is one of the most significant drivers of productivity.
•Our industry needs significant improvement and we need it now
In the Electronics industry 2 years and a computer is obsolete
In the construction industry we use the same means and methods for
decades
We are not keeping pace with the rest of the world
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YOU GET WHAT YOU ASK FOR
Improving Construction Safety Performance
BRT CICE A-3
1993
Zero Accident Study
CURT
20002000-2001

We believe at CIF that you get what you ask for
Owners asked for construction safety improvement in 1993
and again in 2001
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Safety Performance - RIR
Owners & Contractors
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OWNERS GOT RESULTS!
Owners have had a positive positive impact on improving
safety performance in the construction industry.
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YOU GET WHAT YOU ASK FOR

Improving the Pace of Innovation in
Construction

Working with CIF can Improve the Pace of Innovation in Construction
We performed a survey of your organization two weeks ago regarding
innovation
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Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

“One of the biggest owner frustrations is the lack of progress in
technological innovation in the construction industry.” ENR 2003

Owners have clearly been expressing concern over the pace of change
in construction. In fact CURT Owners stated,
•“One of the biggest owner frustrations is the lack of progress in
technological innovation in the construction industry.” ENR 2003
•This survey gave us the opportunity to quantify and better understand
your opinions and preferences regarding construction innovation.
•We had an excellent response rate. 47 of you responded to our
survey and this is what you had to say:
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Company
Success
77%

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

•77% find innovation in the construction industry important to crucial
to CURT/Owner company’s success
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Company
Success
77%
Selecting
Contractors
54%

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

“Those subs who do not get up to speed will be
left behind at bidding time.” ENR 2002

Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

•More than half of CURT/Owners surveyed believe that innovation is an
important factor in selecting contractors to perform construction work
for their company.
•This is an important message to the contracting community, in fact, in
a 2002 ENR article, Owners and CURT Members indicated that
contractors who are not up to speed are left behind at bidding time.
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Company
Success
77%
Selecting
Contractors
54%

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

Reduce Cost
89%
Improve Safety
87%

Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

•When asked to rank the criteria that CURT/Owner found most
important in deciding to use an innovation on their construction
projects:
•Almost 90% of CURT/Owners ranked Reduces Construction
Cost and Improves Worker Safety in the top 3 criteria.
OR
•89% of CURT/Owner placed Reduces Construction Cost in the
top 3
•87% placed Improves Worker Safety in the top 3
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Company
Success
77%
Selecting
Contractors
54%

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

Reduce Cost
89%
Improve Safety
87%

Increase Speed
67%
Improve Quality
64%
Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

•About two-thirds of CURT/Owners feel that:
•Increasing Construction Speed &
•Improving Project Quality
are a close tie in the top three criteria for selecting an innovation
for their construction projects.
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“Construction firmsCompany
seem to cling to old business
models and Success
processes.” ENR 2003
77%

Selecting
Contractors
54%

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

#1 Construction
Methods

Reduce Cost
89%
Improve Safety
87%

Increase Speed
67%
Improve Quality
64%
Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

Next, we asked CURT/Owners which segments of the construction
industry are in most need of innovation:
•Construction Methods came in as the #1 area in most need of
innovation, or as CURT put it in ENR quote:
“Construction firms seem to cling to old business models and
processes”
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Company
Success
77%
Selecting
Contractors
54%

#2 Safety
#3 Design

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

#1 Construction
Methods

Reduce Cost
89%
Improve Safety
87%

Increase Speed
67%
Improve Quality
64%
Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

•Worker Safety was ranked as the second segment in most need of
innovation, followed by
•Design at #3 in fact, Owners/CURT noted in the 2003 ENR article that
the design community, like the contracting community, is not taking
advantage of technological innovation.
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Lack Awareness
46%
Contractor
Reluctance
30%

#2 Safety
#3 Design

Company
Success
77%
Selecting
Contractors
54%

Innovation gets
Owners What
they Want

#1 Construction
Methods

Reduce Cost
89%
Improve Safety
87%

Increase Speed
67%
Improve Quality
64%
Source: CIF/CURT Innovation Survey 2004

•Finally, when asked what the greatest barriers are to incorporating
innovations in their construction projects:
•46% of CURT/Owners pointed to Lack of awareness of
applicable innovations, and
•30% indicated that Reluctance on the part of contractors is also
a main barrier. Some of CURT/Owners added that this was likely
due to contractors avoiding the risk of being the “first to try
something different.”
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•As stated earlier, we believe that you get what you ask for. As Owners
and Members of CURT you can and ARE DRIVING improvements in the
construction industry that have and will continue to bring about
progressively better Industry Practices.
•Owners/CURT Driving construction innovation can lead to:
More Cost effective projects
Faster Schedules
Safer Projects and
Higher Quality Work
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Annual NOVA
Awards

Assistance in
Developing
Innovation
Programs

CIF
Deliverables

Innovation
Database

Publications

Next, we will discuss the Construction Innovation Forum’s various
efforts to deliver construction innovations to you, the Owners, and the
construction industry
CIF is a grass-roots, all inclusive, industry wide organization formed in
1986 to recognize and encourage innovation in construction.
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Annual NOVA
Awards

CIF Delivers
Innovation

CIF created the NOVA Awards in 1989 to recognize the most
outstanding innovations worldwide that have proven to improve
quality and reduce costs.
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The NOVA Awards

The CIF is particularly known for presenting the NOVA Awards each
year to innovations from around the world that have proven to save
cost and increase quality of construction.
The 16th Annual NOVA Awards were presented in November 2005.
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UNIQUE NOVA AWARD PROCESS
CIF Presents
NOVA Awards
at Banquet

CIF Scripts and
Produces Videos
on Winners

CIF Identifies
Innovations

CIF Solicits,
Receives 2 Page
Nominations
CIF Adds New
Nominations
to Database
Jury Selects
Short List to
Investigate

Jury Selects
NOVA Winners

CIF Research
Engineers
Investigate

Unique to
NOVA Award

•

Among construction awards, the NOVA Award is unique.

•

First, it addresses the full breadth of facility construction and
maintenance.

•

Second, CIF itself identifies important innovations and directly
solicits their nomination. This produces two-thirds of the
nominations received.

•

Third, the 505 nominated innovations form a unique database.

•

Fourth, national Jury selects a short-list of the best 7 to 10
innovations for in-depth CIF investigation.

•

Fifth, the Jury selects NOVA Award winners based on the
investigations.

•

Sixth, CIF prepares a script and a video on each winning
innovation, which is shown at the Banquet and distributed broadly.
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NOVA AWARD CRITERIA






Innovation judged by effect on construction
process and facility service:
 Construction process or project
 Material, design, equipment
 Contract, labor, management, training
 Procurement, maintenance, use
Proven success on a project
Significant advance
Documentable and presentable

Criteria for the NOVA Award are described in the Nomination Form:
1. Each nominated innovation is judged by its effect on the
construction process and on facility service. It can be an innovation
in the construction process itself or in materials, design,
equipment, detailing, contract administration, labor relations,
management, training, procurement, maintenance, use, etc. that
improves the construction process and/or facility service. A project
can be nominated for its innovative concepts or methods.
The innovation must be a proven success. It must have had a
positive, Important effect on construction, to Improve quality or
reduce cost Innovation is the Implementation of new methods and
new technologies. It is not merely an idea that has merit and may be
successful in the future. It must promote good, acceptable
construction practices.
2. The innovation must be a significant advance, not just a natural
evolution of existing methods, common sense, or good practice.
3. The innovation must be documentable and presentable. Innovators
and their employers must disclose sufficient information about the
innovation to allow documentation for the Jury and an informative
presentation at the Construction Innovation Celebration.
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3 PAGE NOMINATION

3 Page Nomination:
1. Page that identifies those who are responsible for the innovation
and those who can provide information about it.
2. One page of text that describes the innovation
3. One page of illustrations or other information on the innovation.
Nomination is simple, to make it easy to nominate
Preparing a nomination takes about a person-day.
The Jury uses nomination only to select short-list for investigation by
CIF.
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INVESTIGATION REPORT

•A CIF Research Engineer performs an in-depth investigation of each
Nomination on the Jury’s short-list and prepares a confidential
Investigation Report.
•The Jury reviews the Investigation Reports, meets, and selects the
year’s NOVA Award winning innovations.
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THE NOVA AWARD STATUE

•The NOVA Award is emblematic of a construction worker prying a
nova, a growing star, out of the soil from which construction springs.
•At the Innovation Celebration Banquet, the CIF presents a program on
each NOVA Award winning innovation.
•People responsible for the innovation are introduced. The statue is
presented to each NOVA Award winning innovation.
•The NOVA Award statue is a cast bronze sculpture resting on a
hardwood base, 16 inches (41 cm) tall weighing 15 pounds (7 kg).
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NOVA AWARD WINNING
INNOVATIONS INCLUDE










Safety and training
Green construction
Advanced imaging
OnOn-site child care
Modular design
Seismic/dynamics
Concrete technology
3D asas-built drawings
Labor/management











NonNon-destructive testing
Subsurface exploration
Performance monitoring
Moisture protection
Advanced structures
Control systems
Composite structures
Innovative projects
Automation

•The CIF has presented 67 NOVA Awards, originating in 12 countries,
over its 16 years.
•NOVA Award innovations span construction, from safety and training
to advanced imaging, to on-site child care to automation to moisture
protection.
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80 SAFETY NOMINATIONS

•The “search” hyperlink at cif.org links to a Google search of the CIF
database.
•Entering one or more keywords, “safety” in this example, pulls up a
list of relevant innovations, shown here, of which there are 80
innovations involving safety.
•Each item’s hyperlink, “Safe2Work” in this example, links to a
description of the innovation and a point of contact for additional
information.
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“SAFE 2 WORK”

•The “search” hyperlink at cif.org links to a Google search of the CIF
database.
•Entering one or more keywords, “safety” in this example, pulls up a
list of relevant innovations, of which there are 80 innovations involving
safety.
•Each item’s hyperlink, “Safe2Work” in this example, links to a
description of the innovation and a point of contact for additional
information.
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DATABASE INNOVATIONS









Safety
Quality
Cost/Value
Structure
Composite
Concrete
Steel
Computer

80
68
154
105
68
153
129
77










Workers
Automation
Manage
Contractor
Owner
Seismic
Soil
Roof

126
46
73
87
48
23
46
45

Note: Many innovations impact more than one area.

There are many innovations in the database on any construction topic
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Annual NOVA
Awards

CIF Delivers
Innovation

Internet
Innovation
Database

Internet
Publications

•The CIF freely distributes publications via the internet on innovations
and construction innovation research.
•NOVA Award investigation reports are also available to researchers
upon request.
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CIF PUBLICATIONS



15 Years = 505 NOVA Nominations, with Google Search
Annual Summaries of NOVA Nominations
Widely Visited Web Site: www.cif.org
CDRom Video of NOVA Award Winning Innovations
“Annotated Bibliography of Construction Innovation”
Innovation”
Detroit Owners’
Owners’ Role in Construction Improvement



Construction Business Review Technology Column



Annual Mock Jury Kit
Nomination Investigation Reports w/ 5 yr delay
Innovator Newsletter










•The CIF freely distributes publications via the internet on innovations
and construction innovation research.
•NOVA Award investigation reports are also available to researchers
upon request.
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VISITS/HITS TO

WWW.CIF.ORG








Home page
Nominations
Other pages
Total pages

= 70,000/yr
= 280,000/yr
= 160,000/yr
= 510,000/yr

= 280/ work day
= 1,120/ work day
= 640/ work day
= 2,040/ work day

505 Nominations average 280,000 / 505
= 554 hits / nomination / yr = 2 / work day
54 Nominations > 1,000/yr
= 4 / work day

The www.cif.org home page receives 70,000 unique hits/visits yearly =
280 / work day.
The primary CIF information is the set of 505 innovations nominated
for the NOVA Award, which receive 280,000 unique hits / visits yearly =
1,120 / work day.
Thus, www.cif.org is heavily used world wide as the primary database
resource of construction innovations.
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High Hitting Nominations @ www.cif.org
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

annual rank on..
hits* Google**
NovaBrik mortarless brick siding NOVA
7,892
8th
E-library - construction safety & health
6,354
4th
NOVA
Automatic rebar tying machine
3,782
2nd
NOVA
SafeSpan multi3,095
3rd
multi-span bridge platform
NOVA
Concrete maturity temperature logging
3,022
1st
Residential utility trenching machine
2,664
1st
Insulated concrete wall panels
2,499
2nd
Automatic self2,305
1st
self-climbing concrete formwork
Rinnai Continuum tankless water heater
2,231
28th
ECO2,169
4th
ECO-Block insulating concrete forms
Segmental precast concrete underpinning piles 1,946
1st
Overhead launch girder for steel bridge erection 1,939
1st
FlexLock mortarless masonry walls
1,826
1st
*hits/day = (annual hits)/250
**number on list of Google hits

Listed are the 13 most heavily visited Nova Award nominated
innovations of the 505 in the CIF database.
Particularly notable are two items:
•4 of the 13 are Nova Award winners, and 9 are not,
•which indicates that the value and quality of the innovations in the CIF
database go far beyond those that have won the NOVA Award.
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Annual NOVA
Awards

Assist / Inspire
Innovation

CIF Delivers
Innovation

Innovation
Database

Publications

•Looking back 17 years, the CIF invented the term “construction
innovation,” and its NOVA Awards proved “construction innovation”
was alive and important and not just an oxymoron.
•The CIF assists other construction innovation awards and
organizations, such as the CERF Construction Innovation Centers and
the Charles Pankow Innovation Award.
•Just as the BRT CICE project inspired CERF, CII, CIF, and CIFE, the
CIF and NOVA Award inspired a host of construction innovation
initiatives worldwide, including those shown here.
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ASSIST/INSPIRE INNOVATION PROGRAMS
ORGANIZATIONS

















CERF Construction Innovation Centers
International Council for Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (new
name for CIB in 1998) has 500 member organizations, 5,000 experts,
experts, 50 commissions
worldwide.
CIF innovation alliance with Construction Users Roundtable CURT
Construction Innovation Conference, ENR
CII Emerging Technologies Project and Breakthrough Strategy Committee
Committee
Great Lakes Construction Alliance GLCA: Safe2Work Program
Canada’
Canada’s Construction Innovation Forums 2001, 2003, National Steering Committee for
Innovation in Construction
DTE Energy, City of Detroit, DuPont, General Motors, Michigan DOT,
DOT, University of
Michigan, BRT Construction Group innovation programs
Master of Science in Construction Innovation in UK: Loughborough University,
Glasgow Caledonian Uni
University, Uni
University of Strathclyde
ACCI: Australian Center for Construction Innovation
CRC: Cooperative Research Centre for Construction Innovation,
Innovation, Australia
European Council for Construction, Research, Development, and Innovation ECCREDI,
European Commission, Belgium
Other Construction Innovation Centers: U Cincinnatti, U Teeside (UK), Loughborough
U (UK), Unitec (New Zealand), Hong Kong Polytech,
Polytech, Dublin IT (Ireland), Royal
Melbourne IT (Australia), Constructing Excellence (UK), U Salford (UK), Arizona State
U-Scottsdale, U New South Wales (Australia), U Oregon
New Construction Research and Innovation Strategy Panel, nCRISP,
nCRISP, UK

•Looking back 17 years, the CIF invented the term “construction
innovation,” and its NOVA Awards proved “construction innovation”
was alive and important and not just an oxymoron.
•The CIF assists other construction innovation awards and
organizations, such as the CERF Construction Innovation Centers and
Charles Pankow Innovation Award and the Turner Prize for Innovation
•Just as the BRT CICE project inspired CERF, CII, CIF, and CIFE, the
CIF and NOVA Award inspired a host of construction innovation
initiatives worldwide, including those shown here.
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ASSIST/INSPIRE INNOVATION PROGRAMS
AWARDS & PUBLICATIONS












CERF Charles Pankow Award for Innovation
Henry C. Turner Prize for Innovation in Construction Technology,
Technology,
Turner Construction and National Building Museum
Excellence in Innovation award, Canadian Construction Association
Most Innovative Products,
Products, World of Concrete, Las Vegas 2006
CII Emerging Technologies Web Site:
www.newwww.new-technologies.org/ECT
Construction Innovation,
Innovation, an ejournal by Arnold Journals OnOn-Line
Construction Innovation,
Innovation, quarterly journal, National Research
Council, Canada
Built Environment & Manufacturing Innovation,
Innovation, bimonthly,
Australia
Construction Business Review and its monthly “Technology”
Technology” column
“Rethinking Construction Innovation and Research”
Research” Department of
Trade and Industry, United Kingdom
“Bridging Innovation Gap”
Gap” Project, Center for Integrated Facilities
Engineering, Stanford U.

•Looking back 17 years, the CIF invented the term “construction
innovation,” and its NOVA Awards proved “construction innovation”
was alive and important and not just an oxymoron.
•The CIF assists other construction innovation awards and
organizations, such as the CERF Construction Innovation Centers and
Charles Pankow Innovation Award and the Turner Prize for Innovation
•Just as the BRT CICE project inspired CERF, CII, CIF, and CIFE, the
CIF and NOVA Award inspired a host of construction innovation
initiatives worldwide, including those shown here.
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Annual NOVA
Awards

Assistance in
Developing
Innovation
Programs

CIF
Deliverables

Innovation
Database

Publications

•The annual NOVA Awards provide the pinnacle of construction
innovation recognition, honoring innovation across the full breadth of
construction world wide.
•The Google/Yahoo searchable Innovation Database of 505 unique
innovations is heavily used world wide by construction professionals
working to increase quality and cost effectiveness.
•CIF publications, primarily distributed freely to all from the CIF web
site www.cif.org are an objective source of information on
construction innovation.
•CIF’s success at recognizing and encouraging innovation in
construction has generated a tide encouraging and recognizing
construction innovation that raises construction boats across the
world.
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